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The first series of experiments on the National Ignition Facility (NIF) [E. I. Moses,

R. N. Boyd, B. A. Remington, C. J. Keane, and R. Al-Ayat, “The National Ignition

Facility: ushering in a new age for high energy density science,” Phys. Plasmas 16,

041006 (2009)] tested ignition hohlraum “energetics,” a term described by four broad

goals:

1. Measurement of laser absorption by the hohlraum

2. Measurement of the x-ray radiation flux (T 4
RAD) on the surrogate ignition cap-

sule

3. Quantitative understanding of the laser absorption and resultant x-ray flux

4. Determining whether initial hohlraum performance is consistent with require-

ments for ignition.

This paper summarizes the status of NIF hohlraum energetics experiments. The

hohlraum targets and experimental design are described, as well as the results of

the initial experiments. The data demonstrate low backscattered energy (< 10%) for

hohlraums filled with helium gas. A discussion of our current understanding of NIF

hohlraum x-ray drive follows, including an overview of the computational tools, i.e.,

radiation-hydrodynamics codes, that have been used to design the hohlraums. The

performance of the codes is compared to x-ray drive and capsule implosion data from

the first NIF experiments. These results bode well for future NIF ignition hohlraum

experiments.

PACS numbers: 52.38.Bv,52.38.Ph,52.57.Bc

a)Electronic mail: meezan1@llnl.gov
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I. INTRODUCTION

The National Ignition Facility (NIF)1 is designed to achieve fusion ignition using the

inertial confinement fusion (ICF) scheme2. Successful indirect drive ignition on the NIF re-

quires driving the implosion capsule to high velocity (370µm/ns) while keeping the cryogenic

deuterium-tritium fuel layer at low entropy. The imploded core must be round at stagnation

to minimize cooling of the central hot spot by the adjacent cold, dense fuel. These three

implosion requirements of high velocity, low entropy, and round shape are met by tailoring

the radiation environment in the laser-driven hohlraum. The multi-stepped radiation drive

launches four shocks of precise timing and strength to minimize entropy addition to the cold

fuel. The peak pulse of the drive accelerates the shell toward stagnation at the required

velocity. Symmetric irradiation of the capsule is achieved by controlling the locations of the

laser beam spots on the hohlraum walls and by adjusting the relative power deposited to

the inner (equatorial) and outer (polar) spots.

The hohlraum must deliver the required drive and symmetry in the presence of laser-

plasma interactions (LPI) such as stimulated Raman backscatter (SRS), stimulated Brillouin

backscatter (SBS), and crossed-beam interactions, which can reflect and redirect the laser

light as it propagates through the hohlraum plasma. Reflection of laser light out of the

hohlraum results in loss of x-ray drive on the capsule and potential loss of symmetry control.

Redistribution of laser light inside the hohlraum via reabsorption of the reflected light also

impacts symmetry control. The physics of crossed-beam LPI are described in greater detail

by Michel et al.3,4.

The National Ignition Campaign hohlraum energetics experiments were designed to assess

ignition hohlraum performance at laser energies below the 1.2 to 1.5 MJ required for ignition.

The goal of the campaign is to develop a hohlraum platform that can be scaled up to

ignition energy-levels. A successful hohlraum platform must have low backscatter reflectivity

(R < 10%) and must have x-ray drive consistent with ignition requirements. This paper

describes in detail the NIF experimental campaign that demonstrates these goals5. The

paper focuses on global energetics: laser backscatter, x-ray drive, and x-ray coupling to

the capsule. We describe the experimental setup and target designs for the campaign, as

well as the radiation-hydrodynamics codes used to design the targets. After describing the

experimental results, we summarize the measured hohlraum performance and compare it
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to calculations. Finally, we describe the implications of the results to ignition hohlraum

designs.

II. EXPERIMENT DESIGN

A. Target diagnostics

The goal of the hohlraum energetics experiments is to measure the net power deposited

in the hohlraum and the distribution of power inside the hohlraum. A suite of optical and

x-ray diagnostics have been fielded at the NIF to accomplish this. The NIF’s 192 laser

beams are grouped into 48 quads. The inner cone is comprised of 8 quads at 23.5◦ 8 quads

at 30◦ relative to the hohlraum axis of rotation. The outer cone is comprised of 16 quads at

44.5◦ 16 quads at 50◦. The laser power incident on the hohlraum is measured using NIF’s

laser diagnostics: The power delivered by each quad is measured with ±3% accuracy by a

combination of fast diodes and calorimeters in the 1ω (1053 nm) and 3ω (351 nm) sections of

the laser. The NIF laser beams are smoothed by continuous phase plates (CPP’s), smoothing

by spectral dispersion (SSD), and polarization smoothing (PS)6.

The backscattered power reflected out of the hohlraum is measured directly on one 30◦

inner cone quad and on one 50◦ outer cone quad by a pair of diagnostic systems. The

Full-Aperture Backscatter Station (FABS) measures the energy, power and spectrum of the

SRS and SBS light reflected back into each of the four f/20 final optics apertures in a quad.

The Near Backscatter Imager (NBI) measures light scattered within a ≈ f/4 cone around

the quad center7. Together with a pulsed-laser calibration system8, they are capable of

measuring the backscattered quad on each of the diagnosed quads with ±15−20% accuracy.

Two Static X-ray Imager (SXI) pinhole cameras image the laser-entrance holes (LEH’s)

of the hohlraum at a polar angle of 19◦ to the hohlraum and target chamber axis9. The

broad-band soft x-ray spectrometer DANTE measures the x-ray flux and spectrum emitted

from the LEH at an angle of 37.5◦ to the hohlraum axis. DANTE is an absolutely-calibrated,

18-channel filtered x-ray diode array that measures x-rays with photon energies ranging from

ε = 70 eV to ε = 10 keV10. Using the response function of each channel, we can “unfold”

the x-ray spectrum emitted by the hohlraum at each time in the data record11. Hard x-rays

(ε > 20 keV) generated by hot electrons are detected by the filter-fluorescer array FFLEX.
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The FFLEX data are unfolded by assuming a two-temperature bremsstrahlung spectrum to

produce a hot electron energy and characteristic temperature Ehot and Thot
12.

The final x-ray diagnostic fielded in the hohlraum energetics experiments is the Gated X-

ray Detector (GXD), a filtered x-ray pinhole snout mounted in front of a micro-channel plate-

phosphor-CCD camera stack. The GXD takes four 200 ps-long time records of the imploding

capsule self-emission. The GXD is pointed in the equatorial plane of the hohlraum, i.e., it

views the capsule from the side of the hohlraum. The shape of the imploded core self-

emission is a sensitive measure of the laser power distribution inside the hohlraum. The

time of each diagnostic record was referenced to the start of the NIF laser pulse using the

NIF cross-timing system. Thus, in addition to measuring the shape of the imploded core,

the GXD also recorded the time of peak x-ray brightness, or “bang time,” to an accuracy

of ±50 ps.

B. Radiation hydrodynamics codes

The energetics target and laser pulses were designed with the ICF codes lasnex and

hydra. Lasnex13 is a 2-D axisymmetric radiation hydrodynamics/multiphysics code that

was largely validated during the NOVA Technical Contract2,14. Hydra15 is a massively

parallel 3-D radiation hydrodynamics/multiphysics code that is used for very large 2-D and

3-D problems. We also use hydra for less-demanding 2-D simulations, in much the same

way as lasnex.

Both codes are run with very similar physics models. For laser-driven hohlraums, we

use the in-line non-local-thermodynamic-equilbrium (NLTE) atomic physics model XSN16,17

to generate multi-group emissivity and opacity data for the gold and gold-boron hohlraum

wall. The quotidian equation of state (QEOS)18 is used for hohlraum materials and gases

at low temperature; at high temperature, the XSN NLTE equation of state is used. For

capsule materials, we use more sophisticated LTE tabular opacities and equations of state.

For consistency, we have kept the physics models, code settings, and grid resolution as close

as possible to ignition hohlraum calculations19. We refer to this as the “point design model”.
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C. Target design

The target design goal for the energetics target was to build a target with hohlraum

performance and internal plasma conditions close to those of a 1.2 MJ ignition hohlraum

while operating at laser energy EL ≈ 500 − 750 kJ. We accomplished this with constant-

energy-density scaling: All target dimensions are scaled down by a scale factor, s. The laser

pulse time is also scaled down by s, and the laser power is scaled by s2. The target mass and

volume are reduced by s3, as is the delivered laser energy, maintaining the energy density

of the ignition hohlraum.

R1.18 mm

5.88 mm

3.35 mm

R0.903 mm
4.58 mm

2.94 mm

10.59 mm

8.4 mm

FIG. 1. Schematics of ignition (top) and subscale emulator hohlraums

The scale factor chosen was s = 0.78, relative to a 1.2 MJ, 285 eV radiation temperature

(TRAD) ignition hohlraum19,20. Schematics of the ignition and emulator hohlraums are shown

in Fig. 1. The dimensions of this ignition hohlraum are very similar to those of a 1.4 MJ,

TRAD = 300 eV design20, so the subscale hohlraum can serve as an emulator of either ignition

design simply by changing the pulse shape. The ignition-scale and emulator-scale laser pulse-

shapes for both ignition designs are shown in Fig. 2. The TRAD = 285 eV emulator laser

pulse has 520 kJ total energy, whereas the TRAD = 300 eV emulator pulse has 700 -750 kJ

total energy. For the smaller emulator hohlraums, we expect these pulses to result in lower

radiation temperatures of TRAD = 265 eV and TRAD = 285 eV, respectively.
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FIG. 2. (Color) Laser pulses for TRAD = 285 eV and TRAD = 300 eV ignition hohlraum designs

(solid) and the laser pulses for their subscale emulator hohlraums (dash).

The emulator hohlraum contains all of the LPI-relevant materials of the 300 eV ignition

hohlraum with a plastic (CH) capsule. The hohlraum wall consists of 30 µm of gold with a

0.6 µm liner of 60% gold, 40 % boron on the inner surface. The boron co-sputtered into the

gold increases the Landau damping of ion waves driven by SBS21,22. The hohlraum is filled

with gas such that the electron density of the fully ionized gas is 4.5% of the critical density

for 351 nm light, or ne = 0.045nc ≈ 4 × 1020 cm−3. The entire target can be cryogenically

cooled to 19 K so that the hohlraum can be filled with the same helium/hydrogen mixtures

proposed for ignition hohlraums. The target can also be fielded at room temperature with

a hydrocarbon gas-fill. The hohlraum laser-entrance holes are covered with 500 nm-thick

polyimide windows to hold the fielding gas. A 500 µm diameter diagnostic-access hole

is drilled in the equator of the hohlraum wall, facing the GXD camera. This allows an

unimpeded view of the imploded core self-emission. The diagnostic hole is tamped with a

400 µm diameter, 270 µm-thick plastic (polyetherimide) window to prevent the hole from

closing under x-ray ablation.

The symmetry capsule, or “symcap,” is a four-layer plastic (CH) capsule with internal

layers doped with 0.6 % and 0.3 % germanium (Figure 3). In an ignition capsule, the graded

germanium dopant is used to taylor the Atwood number to reduce growth of the Rayleigh-

Taylor instability23. The capsule is manufactured using a glow-discharge polymer process24

and has a composition of 42.3 % carbon, 57.2 % hydrogen, and 0.5 % oxygen. Unlike an
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FIG. 3. Schematic of the four-layer symmetry capsule. For shots with the 11 ns, 500 kJ pulse,

a 134 µm-thick shell was used. For some shots with the 16 ns, 700 kJ pulse, the outer layer was

thicker, giving a total shell thickness of 155 µm or 180 µm.

ignition capsule, a symcap does not have a cryogenic deuterium-tritium (DT) layer on its

inner surface. The symcap is filled with 8.3 mg/cm3 of helium gas to generate x-rays at

the time of peak convergence, or bang-time. The capsule fill density was chosen to give a

convergence ratio of ≈ 10, i.e., the capsule radius at bang-time approximately one-tenth of

its initial radius (an ignition capsule has convergence ratio ≈ 30). The shape of the imploded

core is sensitive to low-mode irradiation asymmetries, but it is not very susceptible to the

Rayleigh-Taylor instability. On some shots, the symcap is filled with 7−10% deuterium (by

atom) to provide fusion neutrons for nuclear diagnostics testing.

D. Hohlraum plasma conditions

The key design requirement for the “plasma emulator” hohlraum is that it have similar

plasma conditions to the ignition hohlraum in the regions where LPI occurs. This can be

illustrated by a simplified expression of the linear gain for Raman or Brillouin backscatter:

G = I × L× f (ne, Te, Ti, v, Z,A) . (1)

Here, the gain G is the convective growth exponent, I is the laser intensity, and L is the

plasma length. The function f represents the instability spatial growth rate divided by the
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laser intensity25,26 and is a function of the laser wavelength and the plasma conditions. For

SRS, f depends on the electron density ne and temperature Te. SBS growth depends on

ne, Te, the ion temperature Ti, flow velocity v, and the plasma composition (represented by

Z and A). In Fig. 4, we compare plasma conditions from hydra calculations of a 1.4 MJ

TRAD = 300 eV ignition hohlraum and its plasma emulator. The plasma conditions are very

similar: the larger hohlraum has slightly higher Te and correspondingly lower ne.

n  /ne c

T   (keV)e

Emulator Ignition

FIG. 4. (Color) Maps of electron density ne/nc and temperature Te from hydra simulations of a

1.4 MJ, TRAD = 300 eV ignition hohlraum at time = 18 ns (see Fig. 2) and its sub-scale emulator.

Time and space for the emulator have been scaled appropriately. We plot Te from 0 to 5 keV and

ne/nc from 0 to 0.3, as shown on the colorbars. The black contours show the boundaries between

the hohlraum gas plasma and the ablated capsule and hohlraum wall plasmas.

E. Campaign design

The hohlraum energetics experiments performed on sub-scale emulator targets can be

divided into four sub-campaigns:

1. Warm hohlraums filled with neopentane (C5H12) gas, for diagnostic activation

2. Cryogenic hohlraums filled with 80 % / 20 % (atomic) hydrogen/helium

3. Cryogenic hohlraums filled with 100 % helium
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4. Cryogenic hohlraums filled with 100 % helium using the 700 kJ, TRAD = 300 eV

emulator pulse

The first three sub-campaigns used the 520 kJ, TRAD = 285 eV emulator pulse. The third

and fourth sub-campaigns described above include shots with a smaller laser focal spot in

the interaction quads, to increase the laser intensity and gain level closer to the ignition gain

level. All shots were performed with 180 GHz of SSD bandwidth at 3ω. We now describe

the results of each of the four sub-campaigns.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Warm hohlraums with hydrocarbon gas-fill

The purpose of the two-shot warm hohlraum sub-campaign was to simultaneously field

all of the target diagnostics described in section II A above without the additional com-

plications of cryogenic operations. These diagnostics had been performance qualified on

previous shots but had not operated simultaneously on one shot. In addition, we wanted to

begin the campaign with hydrocarbon-filled hohlraums, as we have had success predicting

and controlling laser-plasma interactions in hydrocarbon-filled hohlraums on the OMEGA

laser27–29.

The first shot returned data on all diagnostics. Backscattered light was low: RSRS = 6

% SRS reflectivity on the inner cone. On the outer cone, RSRS = 0.5 % and RSBS = 1.4 %.

Here, the reflectivity R is reported as the total backscattered light energy divided by the

laser energy delivered on that quad. The DANTE diagnostic measured a peak x-ray flux

Fmax = 8000 GW/sr, corresponding to an internal radiation temperature TRAD ≈ 270 eV.

The imploded core self-emission at the time of peak brightness is shown in Fig. 5(a.). We

use a Legendre polynomial decomposition to quantify the shape of the core. We have found

through simulations that the shape of contours around 20 % of the image peak brightness

tends to follow the shape of the inner surface of the dense shell. For this shot, the normalized

amplitude of the n = 2 Legendre polynomial a2/a0 = +0.09: The core is slightly prolate.

We used the second shot to demonstrate symmetry tuning by changing the power balance

between the inner and outer cones. We define the inner cone fraction, cf , as the energy

delivered by the inner cone beams divided by the total energy delivered over the fourth peak
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of the laser pulse. For the 520 kJ, TRAD = 285 eV emulator pulse, the fourth pulse is from

9 ns to 11 ns (see Fig. 2). The baseline pulse has cone fraction cf = 0.33. Using a tuning

curve of a2/a0 vs. cf from pre-shot hydra calculations, we adjusted the requested cone

fraction to cf = 0.314 for the second shot. As shown in Fig. 5(b.), the core of the second

warm shot was very round, a2/a0 < 0.02.

a. b.

FIG. 5. (Color) Self-emission radiographs of imploded symcap cores taken with the GXD diagnostic

for C5H12-filled hohlraums shot with a 520 kJ TRAD = 285 eV emulator pulse. The requested

laser inner-cone fraction was cf = 0.33 for figure (a.) The subsequent shot (b.) was taken with

cf = 0.314, resulting in a round implosion.

B. Cryogenic hohlraums with hydrogen/helium gas

Following the success of the two warm gas-filled hohlraum shots, we fielded a series of

shots using cryogenic hohlraums filled with an 80% / 20 % (by atom) hydrogen/helium

mixture. These were the first successful laser-driven cryogenic gas-filled hohlraums ever

fielded: to our knowledge, all previous attempts to shoot gas-filled cryogenic hohlraums on

the NOVA and OMEGA laser systems encountered difficulties with condensation30. On the

first shot, the measured SRS backscatter increased from RSRS ≈ 6 % to RSRS ≈ 19 % (Fig.

6). The peak x-ray flux measured by DANTE decreased from Fmax = 7800 GW/sr on the

second warm shot to Fmax = 7200 GW/sr.

C. Cryogenic hohlraums with 100 % helium gas fill

The three-fold increase in SRS observed when we changed the hohlraum gas fill from

C5H12 to 80% / 20 % hydrogen/helium indicated that plasma composition strongly affects

the SRS. This could be occurring for two reasons: The average ionization state 〈Z∗〉 affects
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FIG. 6. (Color) Total (SRS+SBS) reflectivity vs. intensity on the inner-cone interaction

(FABS/NBI) quad. The 100 % He, 520 kJ data set included a shot with 2× intensity phase

plates, giving I = 5.2× 1014 W/cm2. Shots with checkerboard polarization smoothing are denoted

by solid symbols.

the inverse bremsstrahlung heating of the plasma by the laser. Thus, a higher 〈Z∗〉 gas-fill

could increase the electron temperature Te, decreasing SRS29. For a given electron density, a

higher average atomic mass number 〈A〉 results in higher mass density ρ. This can affect the

hydrodynamic expansion of the capsule ablator and the hohlraum wall into the hohlraum

through the dynamic pressure P ∝ ρv2, resulting in less compression of the gas plasma.

The highest (〈Z∗〉 , 〈A〉) gas that can be used at the cryogenic temperatures needed for

DT layering (< 19 K) without condensing is pure helium. We decided to do a series of

520 kJ experiments with 100 % helium gas fill, focused on measuring SRS backscatter

under various beam-smoothing scenarios. The results of these shots are plotted versus laser

intensity on the FABS/NBI quad in Fig. 6. Switching the hohlraum gas fill from 80% / 20

% hydrogen/helium to 100 % helium dropped the inner-cone SRS backscatter by half, from

RSRS ≈ 18% to RSRS ≈ 9%.

Polarization smoothing (PS) on NIF is accomplished by rotating the polarization in two of

the four apertures in each quad by 90◦, and then overlapping all four beams at the target6.

During this sub-campaign, the PS configuration on the inner cone quads was changed.

Initially, the two beams of a quad with equal polar angle had the same polarization. This

was changed to a “checkerboard” configuration, in which diagonal beams in a quad have
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the same polarization. In Fig. 6, points before the PS change are denoted by open symbols.

Switching the PS configuration slightly reduced the measured backscatter, so all subsequent

shots used the checkerboard PS configuration. The PS configuration of the outer cone quads

was not changed.

One of the six 100 % helium shots had interaction phase plates inserted in the diagnosed

FABS/NBI quads. These phase plates reduced the focal spot area by half, doubling the

peak intensity. The resultant peak intensity I = 5.2× 1014 W/cm2 is greater than the peak

inner-cone intensity of the full-scale TRAD = 300 eV ignition hohlraum. The inner-cone SRS

reflectivity remained below 10 %.

D. 700 kJ, TRAD = 300 eV emulator hohlraums

Following the success (low RSRS) of the 100 % helium gas-fill with the 520 kJ, TRAD = 285

eV emulator laser pulse, we explored the longer, higher power 700 kJ, TRAD = 300 eV

emulator pulse suitable for a CH ablator capsule (see Fig.2). As shown in Fig. 6, the inner-

cone SRS reflectivity for these shots varied from 15-21 %. Note that SBS scattering on the

inner cone was negligible (� 1%) on all the gas-filled hohlraum shots with initial gas density

ne = 0.045nc. One 700 kJ, TRAD = 300 eV emulator shot shown in Fig. 6 was fielded with

an initial gas density of ne = 0.0225nc. This shot produced RSRS = 15% and RSBS = 4%

at an intensity I ≈ 4× 1014 W/cm2.

E. Outer cone backscatter

The measured backscatter on the outer cone FABS/NBI quad was consistently small,

RSRS + RSBS . 6 %. The total outer cone backscatter reflectivity is shown in Fig. 7. The

experimental database includes two 100 % helium shot with 2× intensity phase plates on

the outer interaction cone and a shot with a pure gold inner hohlraum wall, i.e., no thin

AuB layer. Neither change increased reflectivity above 2 %. Note that the peak intensities

of the two shots with the 2× intensity phase plate, I = 1.3×1015 W/cm2 and I = 1.7×1015

W/cm2, are greater than the peak outer-cone intensity of the full-scale TRAD = 300 eV

ignition hohlraum. All of the shots shown with a 100 % helium gas fill produced ≤ 2%

outer-cone reflectivity. This is an important result: two-thirds of the power and energy
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available on the NIF laser is generated by the outer cone beams. Thus, the total backscatter

reflectivity for the hohlraum is given by Rtot ≈ 1
3
Rinner + 2

3
Router . 7 % for the shots shown

in Figs. 6 and 7.
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FIG. 7. (Color) Total (SBS + SRS) reflectivity vs. intensity on the outer-cone interaction

(FABS/NBI) quad. The 100 % He, 520 kJ and 700 kJ data sets include shots with 2× inten-

sity phase plates, giving I = 1.3× 1015 W/cm2 and I = 1.7× 1015 W/cm2, respectively.

IV. HOHLRAUM X-RAY DRIVE PERFORMANCE

A. Radiation hydrodynamics simulations

To this point, we have provided evidence that the energetics campaign has met its goal of

establishing low backscatter (total backscattered power R < 10 %). Determining if we have

met the x-ray drive goal requires detailed comparison of the hohlraum performance data with

design code calculations. We compare experimental data to post-shot simulations starting

with initial conditions that are as close as possible to the real experimental conditions. Target

data is taken from detailed fabrication metrology of all hohlraum and capsule dimensions,

compositions, and densities. Laser pulse input is taken from NIF’s laser power and energy

diagnostics. Backscatter is accounted for by removing laser power from the input sources.

We calculate the instantaneous reflectivity R(t) measured by FABS and NBI on a single

quad:

R (t) = PSRS (t) /Plaser (t) . (2)
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We then apply that reflectivity to all of the quads in that cone:

Pinner =
∑

i

P23.5 (1−Rinner) +
∑

i

P30 (1−Rinner),

Pouter =
∑

i

P44.5 (1−Router) +
∑

i

P50 (1−Router).

We believe this is a conservative assumption: the laser intensities of the 23.5◦ and 44.5◦

quads are lower than their partners on the 30◦ and 50◦ quads because the focal spots are

larger.

We generate synthetic x-ray data for comparison to experiments. Straight rays, each

representing a pixel in a virtual detector, are traced through the simulation mesh along

the diagnostic line-of-sight. The density, temperature, opacity, and emissivity are extracted

from each zone, as well as the ray path-length through the zone. These data are used to

integrate a radiation transport equation along each ray, generating the spectral intensity

(e.g., W/cm2/keV/sr) of each virtual pixel. To simulate a non-imaging diagnostic such as

DANTE, we integrate the spectral intensity over area and photon energy, providing the total

flux (power per unit solid angle) as a function of time.

B. X-ray flux measurements

We summarize the x-ray drive performance of the experiments relative to the ICF code

predictions in Fig. 8. This figure shows the post-shot simulated flux vs. the peak x-ray flux

measured by the DANTE diagnostic for all of the gas-filled hohlraum shots described above.

In general, the measured flux is slightly higher than the calculations, but the calculated flux

is within ±10% of the data. The x-error bars represents the ±5% absolute uncertainty of

DANTE based on the roll-up of the calibration uncertainties of its many components. This

result is generally in line with previous comparisons between lasnex and experiments on

the NOVA and OMEGA laser facilities2,14 and with early NIF experiments11. These data

suggest that lasnex and hydra calculations using the point-design model are conservative

with respect to x-ray flux.
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FIG. 8. (Color) Simulated peak x-ray flux from rad-hydro calculations vs. experimental peak

DANTE flux. The gray band is ±10% in flux. In this type of plot, the experimental data points

(4) lie on the line y = x.

C. X-ray bang time

One way to cross-check the x-ray flux data from DANTE is to compare the calculated and

measured times of peak capsule emission. This “x-ray bang-time” is an integral measure of

the x-ray power absorbed by the capsule ablator, so we expect bang time and hohlraum x-ray

flux to be strongly correlated; however, the bang-time also depends on physical parameters

unrelated to the hohlraum radiation environment, i.e., the opacity and equation of state of

the capsule. Uncertainty in these physical parameters reduces the utility of bang time as an

absolute measure of x-ray flux.

The calculated and measured x-ray bang times are compared in Fig. 9. Note that bang

time data are plotted against DANTE flux data, whereas simulated bang-times are plotted

against simulated DANTE flux. When we plot x-ray bang time vs. peak x-ray flux, all of

the 520 kJ hohlraum data collapse onto one line: bang-time correlates with x-ray flux, as

expected. Indeed, the bang time vs. flux slope is very similar between the data and the

simulations. At a given x-ray flux, the experimental bang time is ≈ 300 ps later than the

calculations. These data suggest that the hohlraum x-rays are not coupling to the capsule

ablator as expected in the ICF design codes. Note that this discrepancy is in addition to the

5−10% discrepancy in flux shown in Fig. 8. This will be the subject of further experimental
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and modeling efforts.
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FIG. 9. (Color) Experimental and simulated x-ray bang time vs. peak DANTE flux. Note that

experimental bang times are plotted vs. experimental x-ray flux, whereas simulated bang times

are plotted vs. simulated x-ray flux.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of the first hohlraum energetics experiments on NIF, we believe that

we are on the path to a TRAD = 300 eV ignition hohlraum design that uses 1.2-1.5 MJ of laser

energy. We have demonstrated reduction of SRS backscatter losses by filling the hohlraums

with pure helium rather than a hydrogen/helium mixture. Total backscatter levels are below

10% for helium-filled hohlraums, with outer-cone backscatter . 2 %. We also find that the

hot electron fraction fhot = Ehot/Elaser is below 2 % on all shots. We have shown that

peak x-ray flux measurements are close to ICF design code descriptions. X-ray bang time

data show that capsule velocity varies with hohlraum radiation temperature as predicted by

the design codes, although the offset between measured and calculated bang-times must be

investigated further. Together, these results point towards 1.2 -1.5 MJ hohlraums that can

meet ignition specifications at TRAD = 300eV .
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